THE TANGPING WASHING CAN
- A SYMBOL OF PURITY AND ETHNICITY
FOR THE HUI MUSLIMS IN CHINA

Helena Hallenberg

This a¡ticle discusses the practical and symbolic meaning of a washing can called
Tangping among the Hui Muslims of Northem China. Besides being used in ablutions before prayers, it is also represented in pictures to denote that something is
qìngzhen, that is, pure according to Islamic principles, whether it be a ¡estaurant or
a bag of roasted peanuts. The origin of the Tangping symbol will be discussed as
well as its significance in sening apart the Hui as an ethno-religious group.
According to the census in 1990, there were 17,5 million Muslims in China,
forming 1.98 Vo of the total population, and altogether ten Muslim minority nations

Of these the Hui are the largest nation,
(Gladney
Li & Luckert 1994: 3, n. 1.).
1996:28-29;
their number being 8.6 million
The Hui use Chinese as their native language, and they are found in several provinces in various parts of the country.l The material for this study was collecæd
between August 1999 and April 2000 in Inner Mongolia (where there are 192,808
Hui), Gansu (some I million Hui), Qinghai (638,847), Ningxia (1.5 million) and
(e,g. the Uighur, Kazakh, Dongxiang etc.).

Shaanxi (130,899).2

The Hui are especially numerous in Ningxia, Gansu, Henan, Xinjiang, Qinghai, Yunnan,
Hebei and Shandong provinces. See e.g. Gladney 1996: 20.
2

The figures according to the 1990 census, soc note l. Only the Hui are counted here, nol
other Muslims (Gladney 1996: 28-29: similarly prcsented in Gladney 1998: 33). I am indebted to all tbe Hui I interviewed, and also to my assistånt Mrs. Secengowa and my Hui
colleague Bai Jun¡ui from the Inner Mongolia University, Hohhot. I also wish to thank the
Inner Mongolia University for providing me the chance to do research.
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/. Grcen plastic Tangpings in the women's washing facilities at Xincheng mosque (Xinchengqingzhensi) in Hohhot, Inncr Mongolia.
Fig.

ISLAMIC PURITY
The rules of purity in tslam govern every aspect of life. Besides the need to main-

ain everyday cleanliness, there is the requirement of rin¡al purity beforc and during

of these regulations is not so much hygienic as ritualistic,
they have also gained hygienic significance. The Quran encourages: wdthíyãbalrøfa-¡ahhìr wa al-rujzafa-ahjur, 'clean your cloths and avoid dirt' (Quran
prayen¡. The main point

even

if

74:L5). "Cleanliness" (!ahãra) is a much wider concept than merely avoiding dirt.
Tahõra, actually meaning 'purification', is the state of ritual purity, and requires tlre
fulfillment of certain conditions: performing ritual ablutions, cutting one's fingernails, being ci¡cumcised (for men), shaving (for women removing body hair), eating only meat properly slaughtered (þalat), absaining from pork, abstaining from
alcohol, avoiding body secretions (vomit, blood, sperm, urine, exctement and menstual blood), and avoiding dogs and pigs (Chebel 1995, s.v. purification). A person in the state of purity is mu¡ahhør, 'purified'. This is not only a physical but also
in prayer.3 The Quran gives

a mental state, and only a mu¡ahhar canapproach God
3

lahäraisoften understood in the nanow sense of ablutions with no treatrnent of the olher
6. H. Bousquet (1950: 53-54) mentions e.g. circumcision, impure food and cloth-

åspecls.

ing as related to the concept of ¡ahãra bui. only concenhrtes on ablutions.
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instructions how to fulfill the requirements of tahãra lQuran 5:6), but the practical
model for this comes from prophet Muhammed.
Abu Hurayra said that when the Prophet went to the toilet he [Abu Huraym] brought
him water in a containcr (tawr) or a skin (rakwø), and he cleansed himself. Thcn hie
an[rhe Prophet] wiped his hand on rhe ground. Then he [Abu Hurayra] brought him
Àther container (¡r¡¿), and he made ablution (tawad4a'a)'4

As can be seen from the þadíth quoted above, prophet Muhammed used a
water container made of skin for toilet purposes, and another for ablutions. These
were two different containers, since according to Islam any contact with body
secretions would deshoy the state of ritual purity needed for prayers. The washing
of private parts after having been to the toilet is called istiniã' (after defecating), or
Í

stibr d', (after urinating).

In performing ablutions, there is a distinction between wu{ú'and ghuslWu(ú'
is necessary when the person is in ttre state of minor ritual impurity (hadath) nd
wants to perform one of the five daily prayefs ( alat). The state of hadûth prevails
after sleep or unconsciousness, calls of nature or any emission from the body
orifices (including vomiting), contact with unclean substances such as spefln, pus'
urine, of fermented liquor, or contact with dogs or pigs (except for the Maliki
school of law) in other words, anything that destroys the tahãra (Bousquet l97l:

-

s.v. þadath).s Through wu(ú', tlre state of purity is restored. WuQû' means washing the face and those parts of the limbs tt¡at afs not covered by clothes, i.e. hands
and feet.6 They should be performed using running water, but we know that the
Prophet also used open bowl-tike vessels, plunging his hands into the water after he
had first thoroughly washed them three times with running watef (Bousquet 1950:

if

the person is in the state of major ritual impurity Çanãba),
such as after sexual intercourse or menstruation. It means first performingthewuQú'
and then washing the whole body, including the hair.? The Hui likewise distinguish
64). Ghust is needed

befween wu(íi', calted the small wash (xíao iing) and ghusl, or big wash (da iinÐ.
In both washes, a special washing can, called a Tangping ( ##"), is used. The

or 'soup', and 'bottle'. Tangpings are found in the
washing facilities of mosques and public baths (see fig. l). In the small wash, the

characters mean 'hot water'

4
5

6

?

From Abu Dawud, quoted in von Denffer 1979:19. See also

al'BukhdriI'p.87.

The impure substances are called khabath, 'refuse, dross', ot naias,'impurity' dirt' and any
contact with them should be avoided. Any other substances are considered purc (Bousquet
1950: 54-55). In the Quran in Chinese, the word used for impure substances is wuåri, 'dirt,
fìlth' (Quran 74:4-5).

5:ó. On þadath, see Bousquet 1971, s.v. fiadath. For ablutions water should
preferably be used, but if no water is available, one can also use clean sand (see Quran 4:43).
This is called tayammum, or istijmär,'dry ablution'. Tayammum is still used in the desert
areas of China, where the sand is very delicate (YG, Imam, Lanzhou, 16 September 1999).
In gias/, the Prophet poured watcr over his body from a vase (al-Bukh,ãrí l, p.98),
See Quran
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Tangping is held in the right hand and the parts of the body a¡e washed in the
required order: mouth, nose, face, hands up to the elbows, head, ears, neck, and feet

of hygiene and because of the requirement that
water used for ablutions should be ritually pure, the Tangping should not be replaced by a wash basin.
If necessary (after calls of nature), the person "washes the lower pafis" Qr'ng
xra), namely the anus and ttp genitals, as pârt of tlte wu(ù'. This is done with the
up to the ankle bones.s For reasons

left hand, holding the Tangping in the right hand. After that the hands are carefully
washed agan (Huhehaote Huizu såi, pp. 305-306).9 Using the can to wash the
lower parts is here paÍ of the wuQu' and not istinja' or istìbrã'.In Arab countries,
there are water cans in toilets for washing, which resemble common watering cans.
I have found no oral or written references to any cans being used in toilet by the
Hui. An Imam in Hohhot explained that the Tangping "is used for washing hands
whereas the Arabic and Indian people use it when going to the toilet" (WJ, Imam,
Hohhot, 26 August 1999). Among the Hui, the use of toilet paper is widespread.lo
The Tangping also has a role in the big wash, since wuQ.ti' is obligatory before
the big wash (gåusl). After wuQû'with the Tangping, in order to wash the whole
body, the Hui use a hanging canister (diaoguan), which is a round bucket hanging
from a rope, with either a reed tap or holes in the bottom and filled with warm water
thus making a kind of a simple shower (see fig. 2). For heating the wate¡ no

-

cooking utensils should be used but instead a separate kettle, and the Tangping is
often used for that purpose.l t Nowadays the hanging canisters may still be used in
the countryside, but in cities, they are often replaced by showers
favoured among Muslims in general.

-

bath tubs are not

[Thc Hui still use the Tangping] because the Hui people (Huihuiminzu) a¡e qingzhen
which means clean (ganjing), In lhis pot you could heat water and úen wash. This pot
contains 2,5 jin 11250 gl of water, and the Hui must use running water for washing.
Only one person uses lhe water of one pot for washing. Then the water flows out, (CS,
healer, Xi'an,26 March 2000.)

8

For detailed instructions on how to perform the ablutions, see e.g. Musilin daquan, pp,

9

Li Shujiang (1999:3'l), however, claims that Tangping is only

3746.
used

for washing the hands

and the face.

l0
I

I

This is not surprising, since after all, paper, including toilet paper, was invented in China.
The famous Muslim traveller lbn Battúfa (1304-13ó8-9 or 1377), who visited China during
the Yuan dynasty, tells of the use of paper with abhorrence (lbn Ba¡¡û¡a ll, pp. 248-249).
MB, researcher, Xi'an 26 March 2000;

Li

l9E9: 39i Huhehaote Huizu shi, pp. 30G307.
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Prg. 2. Drawings of two different kinds of "hanging canislers" (diaoguan)
for washing the whole body. They used to be of earthenware (waguar),
with a reed (lø) tap for the water to flow out. Nowadays a plastic bucket
may be equipped with a tap and used for the same purpose.

THE TANGPING
Tangpings come in various forms and materials. They were formerly made of brass,
bronze, copper or ceramic maferial, but nowadays more ofæn of aluminium or
plastic. There a¡e even wooden Tangpings. In spite of the name "hot water bottle",
the Tangping is actually not a bottle at all. It is called pizg, 'bottle' because the
mouth is narrow to prevent dirt from entering, but the belly is big.l2 Ttre Hui
Tangping always has a lid (gaí), a handle (ba), and a high rising mouth or spout
(gaoqiao huzui).r3 There a¡e several local va¡iations of Tangping (see fig. 3).
Sometimes, besides being refened to as a "bottle", the Tangping is also called
a "pot" in the sense of a washing pot (xihu'¡.In the words of a young Muslim

woman:
We use the Tangping in ablutions before prayen - it is a poa (hu) - because we æ
very clean (ganjing), lile perform prayers five times daily, and we perform ablutions
each time according to the Qur'an. This is the small wash: washing the face and so on.
(QT, teacher, Lanzhou, 15 Sepæmber 1999.)

The Tangping is sometimes even called a "tea-pot" (chahu). This is especially

of the Tangping on Hui restaurants and food
kiosks, which arc interpreted as tea-pots not only by non-Muslims but also by
true of the pictorial representations

Muslims themselves. All the Hui unanimously told me that the Tangping on restaurants conveys the meaning that the food offered is qingzhen, that is, pure according

to Islamic standards. I have mostly seen this symbol in association with foodstuffs.
Other Islamic items sold under the symbol of qingzhen would use a calligraphic
representation of either the Chinese characters for qìngzhen or some Arabic formu-

l2
l3

On this explanation see e.g. Tangping de gushi, p. 38.
See the description

n

Huhehaote Huizu såi, p. 305.
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Fig. 4. A plastic Tangping produced in
Linxia, Gansu, here in use in a Hui public
bath

in Xining, Qinghai. The yellowish
in imitation of brass, which was

color is

probably the original material.

Frg. 3. Various Tangpings. From the top:
a Tangping from Xi'an, made of tin; a
wooden one from Beijing, with a spout of
sheep bonei an aluminium one from Linxia (also comes in plastic, see fig. 4); and
a

Fig. 5. A copper Tangping from the midQing a dynasty (164+19l I, thus probably
early l9th century). From the collections of
the Inner Mongolia Museum, Hohhot.

widely used copper one (see also fig. 5).

las such as bismi lldhi al-raþmãni al-raþîm, or lã ilaha ilb AAõh
although these
could be attached to food as well.l4 The connection with food may be the original
meariing of the term zhen, which appears in early sacrificial texts related to "ritual

-

cooking".l5

14

It is to be noted that for other Muslim minorities, the calligraphic representation of qingzhen
is used alone; e,g. Uighur reslaurants do not use Tangping symbol.

15

VemonFowler,TheTruthaboutzhen.
Gladney 1996:12.

Asian Review

l(l):2642

(19E7),

p.41.

Quoted in
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Fig.

6. A

Tangping over

a

restaurant entrûnce in Hohhot,
Inner Mongolia. Note the steam
rising from lhe pot.
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Fig. 7, A Tangping ovcr a restaurânt entrance in Lanzhou, Gansu.
Note the calligraphy inside the pot, reading "There is no god
but God',

non-Tangping r€presentation of qingzhen in Hohhot,
Inner Mongolia, reading "There is no god but Cod'. The items

Fig. 8. A

sold a¡e women's underwear, but the board advertises for
" qi n gzhe n fried chicken".
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My informants often had different ideas of what to call the pot above restaurant
entrances: some called it a tea-pot, others a Tangping, while others said they were
one and the same. However, it seems odd that a tea-pot would have been chosen as
a symbol for the Islamic purity required

in foodstuffs as well as in personal hy-

giene.

THE COMING OF TANGPING TO CHINA
It is of importance here to look at the possible explanations of the origins of

the

Tangping and how it is said to have come to China. Some of these explanations are
as mythical as the explanation of how Islam came to China. According to Hui folklore, the first Muslims settled in China during the Tang dynasty, the golden period

of Chinese history (618-90?), although there is no historical evidence of this.l6
This is also when the first Tangping is said to have entered China.
There is a story known among the Hui in which the Tangping plays a role. A
Tang emperor had a dream in which one of the roof beams of his palace fell down.
Then there appeared a figure dressed in a green robe, wearing a white scarf on his
head and a scarfon his shoulders, with deep-set eyes, and holding the long nose of
a

Tangping (Tangping de gaobi) in his hand. The following day the emperor asked
on dreams for the meaning of this strange dream, He was told that the

a specialist

beam fell because the Tang dynasty was nearing its end. The white scarf and the
Tangping referred to the Hui people of the West who would come to rescue the

dynasty. As a result, the emperor sent for sixteen "Hui" to come from Dashiguo
(Arabia) (Tangping de gushi, pp. 3G37). After a few years, there were rebellions

in the country, and the emperor asked Dashiguo for help. The king of Dashiguo
sent rrly'a¡r Garsi with 5000 soldiers, and since the fuabs were good at horseback
riding and archery, the rebellion was soon suppressed. Wan Garsi and more than
300 men stayed in Chang'an (today's Xi'an), manied local women and built a
mosque in Chang'an (Tangping de gushi, pp. 37-38).
There are three main cha¡acters in the story. The man in the green robe was
none other than the prophet Muhammed, who thus encouraged the use of the
Tangping, and Wan Carsi (also spelled Wan Gasi) was Sa'ad ibn 'Ali tWaqqãs, ttre
hophet's companion, who, according to one version of the story, was sent to
China by the prophet Muhammed himself (Li & Luckert 1994:237-243). The Tang
emperor is sometimes identified as Yonghui, who in 651 (31 AH) received an Arab
delegation sent by Caliph 'Uthmãri and consisting of fifteen men led by ibn 'Ali

16

We know that a Muslim army sent by the Umayyad caliph al-lffalidi and led by Qutayba ibn
Muslim al-Bahili arrived from Samarqand to Kashgar (Kashi) in 714 (96 AH) (Kettani 198ó:
84). Whether any these men remained in China and thus became the ancestors of today's Hui

is doubtful.

3UI
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Waqqãs, thus forming the sixteen

"Hui" of the story. However, the story receives

no confirmation from Arab sources (Kettani 1986: 84). Sometimes the emperor is
identified as ïVu De (618426),t7 sometimes as Li Shimin. The laner is also said to
have invired ibn 'AlI Waqqãs to China (Li & Luckett 1994: 237-243; Gladney
1998: I I l). Li Shimin was the personal name of emperor Taizong (r. 626-649 no),
"Grand Ancestor". He was a $eat strategist and the first Chinese ruler to attain
power over the Turkic peoples of Mongolia. He expanded the Tang empire into
Cennal Asia, reviving the old Silk Road, and as a result many foreign merchants
settled in Chang'an. He was also a good civil administrator and interested in religious matters, even if he favoured Confucianism (Perkins 1999, s.v. Taizong;

Hucker 1975: l4l-142). Taizong would thus be a suitable candidate for the role of
ruler who invited Muslims to China.ls
Common to all the versions of the story is that they trace the anival of Islam to
the early Tang dynasty, i.e. the fust part of ttre ?th century. It is worth noting that in
this story, as well as in many other oral communications, these first Muslims are
refened to as the "Hui" - a term developed much later and not covering all the Muslims of China. As for the predicted downfall of the dynasty, it reflects the situation
a

in the 8th century when there were anti-Tang rebellions (see below). In this story,
the rescue of this most glorious period of Chinese history is anributed to Muslims.
According to Dru Gladney, the legend dates from the lSth-l9th centuries and may

dimly reflect the actual facts. It is "still fePeated among the Hui who share the common belief that Islam entefed China during the Tang dynasty at the emperor's invitation" (Gladney 1998: I I l). All my Hui informants shared the same view. There
are several folk etymological explanations connected with the mythical beginning of
Islam in China. One is the name of the Hui: since Wan Garsi became homesick and

(ø

nu¡ home, the empefor is said to have called him Hui,'the
retumer' (Li & Luckert 1994:243,n.7;24'l),re
The connection of the Hui with the Tang dynasty is emphasised so much that
wanted to return

even the origin of the Tangping is traced to that era. Consequently I began to wonder if there might be a connection between the name of ttre Tang dynasty and the

Tangping

-

even

if the characters

and tones are different. Some of

my informants

11

During \4ru De's reign, two saints, Imam Sayyid and Imam \{aqqãs, are said to have visited
southem China. They are buried in the A$hãb mosque in Quanzhou, founded in 1009-1010
(Gladney 198?;498),

l8

It was during Taizong's reign that "the Chinese Buddhist monk Xuanzang (Hsuan-tsang, c.
60246/) made a pilgrimagc from 629 to 645 to Buddhist centers in India, where he
collected scriptures and brought them back to Chang'an for transl¡ttion, Emperor Taizong
buil¡ him a retrcat called the Great Wild Goose Pagoda, which can still be seen in Xi'an."
(Perkins 1999, s,v. Taizong.)

19

The origin of the term Hui has been treated widely elsewhere, and
discussed here, See e.g. Gladney 1996: l5-16, with ample references.

will

therefore not be

Hpt¿,¡t¿
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denied any connection between the two words, others where doubtfr¡I.

An

educated

Hui in Lanzhou expressed his doubts:
During the Tâng dynasty many foreign merchants came to China, and there are many
sayings related to the Tang dynasty. But it has not been researched, The Tang in Tangping is not the Tang in Tang dynasty. ThalTang means hot wâter, liquid, it is a water
bottle (såaþingzi), and has nothing to do with the Tang dynasty. (GZ, Hui administrator, Lanzhou,

2l

September 1999.)

One Imam, however, said: "Yes, I think there must be a connection between the
Tangping and the Tang dynasty, but this should be studied" (YG, Imam, Lanzhou,
16 September 1999).20

A

corurection was found in a Hui story in which Wan Garsi and his men
brought with them thei¡ "Arab-style washing pots (rlåa) made of gold and bronze
to wash ffing) themselves before prayers" (Tangping de gushi, p. 38). In one version, a golden Tangping was given to ibn 'Al1 Waqqãs by the Tang emperor himseß (Wan Gasi, pp. 86-88).21 Because all this took place during the Tang dynasty,
people called this pot "Tang [dynasty] bonle" (È ffi, Tangping), and later generaTangping) (Tangping de
tions of Hui sta¡ted calling it "hot water bottle" (

ñfr.

gushi,p.37). The confusion is understandable, since the difference in pronunciafion
is only a difference of tones. This folk etymological explanation thus reveals a
tendency to trace the Tangping to the glorious dynasty.

MODELS OF THE TANGPING
Since the first Muslims came from the West, from the Arab counnies and Persia, it
is there we must look for the

fint

models of the Tangping. When Muslims came as

merchants along the Silk Road, they brought with them all their necessary utensils,

including the cans used for personal hygiene and ablutions. Whenever Muslims
in the early years of Islam, the concem with which they performed their daily washings and ablutions must have been keenly observed by the
locals, who in adopting Islam also adopted their use of water vessels and other
items. The frequent washings and the high standard of hygiene must have set them

entered new Í¡reas

20

The same view is shared by a scholar in Hohhot: "The Tangping is closely connected with
Islam, and it has a relation with the Tang dynasty, even if there ar€ many views, Some say
that during the Tang dynasty an emperor invited some Westem ambassadors who used the
Tangping, and the emperor became interested." (DL, publisher and editor, Hohhot, 3
September 1999.)

2l

See also Li & Luckert 1994t 231-238; photograph I with text, according to which it is
calletl a Tang kettle, because it was given to \rly'an Garsi, the legendary founder of Islam in
China, by a Tang emperor,
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Hui of today claim to be different by

reason of their cleanliness, as many of my informants put it.

In the Middle East and North Africa, Muslims used

-

and still use today

-

beautiful ewers made of brass, copper or bronze to wash their hands after meals, as
hands are used foreating. These ewers all have a long, slender spout, and can hold
upto4to5litersof water(Allan 1985:248-252, and picture plates 271, 281,293,

294).In various parts of the Middle East, similar ewers \ryere used for heating wine
or another intoxicating drink, called in Arabic qahwa. The same ewers were later
used for preparing coffee (qalwa) after coffee became generally known in the
Middle East by the mid-lSth century (tea became popular only after it had been
introduced from China).22 This pot was callú ibrîq, which according to E. W.
Lane's dictionary is an Arabicized Persian word meaning "a ewer, such as is used
for wine and also such as is used for water to be poured on the hands, each having
a long slender spout, and a handle" (Lane 1865, s.v. '-b-r-q).[n Iran, this kind of
ewer is called an aftabe. Ãn ibrîq is perfect for boiling liquids quickly, using ttre
least possible amount of fuel - which makes it suitable for areas where wood is
scarce. There is a description of a typical coffee ibrîq by a l?th-century Frenchman:
In the Levant, for cooking coffee they use a type of kettle made of copper, tinned
inside and out, of a rather particular design, which has still not been duplicated in
France. They call it an ibriq. ... l've found it quite suitable for this purpose, since the
base, which is broad, receives more of the flame, in consequence of which the water
boils more quickly. Additionally, the opening is quite narow, to better retain the
volatile essence of the brew.23

In Ralph S. Hattox's book on the history of coffee we find a description of
what an early coffee pot, "the classical ibríq",looked like (Hattox 1985, plate 3; see
fig. 9). The ewer used for washing the hands was also called an ibrîq,but it had a
long curved spout. In China, simila¡ pots appear in tlre Song dynasty (960-1127):

"For hot water or warmed wine, tall ewers with long spouts and fluted sides had
appeared as early as the Song dynasty, in both silver and ceramic ware" (Mowry
1993: 143). They continue through Ming (1368-16,44), although to a lesser extent,
and Qing (1644-19ll), when they occasionally appear in paintings and prints.
These pots are described as "tall, cylindrical ewers with short necks, long spouts,
and omamented handles" (Mowry 1993:143-lM).

22

23

The word qahv,a refers both to wine and to a drink made either of cofree beans or the
stimulating leaves of the 4ril shrub growing in the Yemen. Coffee became generally used in
the Arab lands by the mid-lsth century, but how much earlier it was known is uncertain.
The Sufis used qahwa during their dåi&r sessions, which were often held ar night, and a
legend ascribes the sprcad of qahwa to some Suñ såaylås, one of whom is said to have
been from Mocha, around the early l5th century. (Hattox 1985: 16-24.)
Philippe Sylvestre Dufour, Trøitës nouveaux et curieux du café, du thë et du chocolate,
Lyon 1685, p.57, quoted in Hattox 1985:86.
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Fig. 9. "A classical ibrîq", or coffee pot, from Turkey. Noæ
that the spout is short to prevent the coffee from cooling ofr
while being poured. From a lTth-century painting, (Philippe
Sylvestre Dufour, Trai!és ttouveaur e! cur¡euÍ du café, du thé
et du chocolate, Lyon 1685, p. 57; in Hattox 1985, plate 3).

These Chinese pots obviously have their roots in the Middle East, although
this question needs further study.2a Talking about the hanian ewers called afiabe,
Robert Mowry writes:
Proof that ewers of this type found their way to China, awaits discovery, but the
similarity of form to Chinese ewers suggests they might have, a rcalistic possibility
given trade relalions between China and the Middle East in Ming times, not to
mention l6th-century Chinese interest in Islam (Mowry 1993: 134).

All

these ewers were connected with drinking or washing hands after meals,

not with ablutions. In the Middle East,wu(û' and ghusl were performed with va¡ious pails, such as are also used in þammöms, or public baths.25 They followed the
example of the Prophet, who used open bowls, cups or vases made of brass, bronze,
stone or earthenware, some of which may have looked like cans, too (al-Bukharî I,

pp. 82-83, 85-87). It can be imagined that the Chinese traded with liVestem
Muslims or otherwise obtained some iårtqJ and that the Chinese Muslims, instead

of limiting their use to simply washing their hands after meals, started using them
for ritual ablutions, thus confusing the function. It is, however, beyond the scope of
this study to determine when this actually took place. This is a natural idea, when
we consider that the Chinese do not eat with ttreir hands but use chop-sticks, and
thus there is no need for hand-washing after meals. l,ater the Chinese Muslims
produced ewers and pots of their own, imitating the shape of the original ibriqs, and

using not only metal, but also Chinese materials such as ceramic material as well.
Since they used to heat the water, they called their washing cans "hot water bottles".

24

"Oflen said to be of Middle Eastem form, ewers of this type are ñrmly rooted in Chincse
tradition, though they reflect a degree of influence from Persian metalwork" (Mowry 1993:

25

Fora description ofsuch pails, see e.g. Allan 1985. The Bedouins of the Norrhem Arabian
Peninsula still use three different kinds of pots today: brass pots with long curved spouts for
coffee; round aluminium or enamel kettles with a handle on the top for tea; and simple
pitchers made of plastic or tin, resembling watering cans used in gardens, for toilet purposes

133).

(information from Professor Heikki Palva, University of Helsinki, February 2000).
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In the Middle Eastem countries, the climate is warm for most of the year, and
the water used for washing does not need to be hot. The situation is different in
North and Northwestem China, where temperaturcs can stay well below freezing

point for long periods, and using warm \ryater to wash is thus a necessity. It is not
surprising that the newly converted Chinese Muslims would have heated even the
water used for ablutions. For this purpose, they would defïnitely not use any of
their own cooking utensils, but rather something that already bore an Islamic stamp:
vessels or cans used by Westem Muslims. They thus adopted the elegant ibrîq, or
aftabe.26 That the Tangpings were actually heated on the fire can be seen from
figure 5, which shows a Tangping made in China but imitating the Arab style: it is
made of copper and has a blackened lower part caused by smoke rising from the

fire. Some of the Hui also share the idea of the Tangping's Westem origin. A Hui
healer in Xi'an noted:
It is originally from Pakistan, originally it was a wine-pot Qtaår). But when it came
to China, the Hui who believed in Islam adopted i¡ and starled using it for washing.
All along the Silk Road these kinds of water-pots (s/raiåu) were hung up. It is used for
washing hands. ... This is not something the Chinese pcople invented (CS, he¿ler,
Xi'an,26 March 2000.)

A Hui scholar from Xi'an said that the model for the Tangping was that of

the

winepots Çíuhu), or khimra, of the'Abbãs dynasty, which have a big belly. Later
he said that "the fìrst pictures of the Tangping look like Arab pots, but in the Northwest and in Yunnan, the shape is not the same but has adopted the Chinese form.
The first pictures of the Tangping look like Arab wuQú' pots" (MB, researcher,

Xi'an, 2'1March 2000). Another Hui from Xi'an expressed the idea as follows:
"The Tangping thus came from the Arab countries. It is not of Chinese origin, but
the form has changed" (MZ, wushu teacher, Xi'm,24 March 2000).
Even if in some cases the form of the ibrîq really has changed, continuity of
the form can sometimes be seen. The lTth-century ibrîq shown here (fig. 9) is
identical in form with one from 1999 published on the cover of a Chinese collection
of Hui folklore stories and entitled "The Golden Tangping", the text of which runs
below in Arabic: ibriq dhahabi. The original iåriq shaped Tangping is today mostly
seen as a symbolic representation of qingzhen on restaurants.

26

It may be noted that the Persian word aftabe probably comes from aô, 'water', and tabe,'\
vessel in which water or food is warmed", and thus means "a vessel in which water is
warmed". They were originally made of bronze, brass, iron, or even of silver or gold, but are
nowadays mostly of plastic (information from Dr. Mofleza Alamolhoda, University of Helsinki, June 2000).
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Fig.

10.

A

symbol resembling

a

tea-pot, a pich¡r€ of a mosque and
the words God and Muhammed ott¡side an Islamic shop selling Qurans

and Islamic literature, skull
Êcårves, Tangpings and

in Lanzhou, Gansu (cf.

caps,

other items

fig. 7

you have a clearly dåriq

wtææ

shapcd

Tangping).

Fig. I I. Two Tangpings photographed in Xi'an. Ihe brass one on the left is from Xi'an and
resembles a watering can, the othcr rcscmbles a tea-pot and is from Linxia (cf. figs. 3, 4 and 5).
The owner of the cans, a traditional Hui healer, said that bolh a¡c used for ablutions, but tha¡
originally, "during thc Tang dynasly",lhe ibrîq would hâve been used for warming winc.
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THE TANGPING AS A TEA.POT
As nofed earlier, the Tangping is sometimes refened to as a tea-pot, which it may
is understandable and probably due to others rather than
Muslims themselves. Muslims would know that ttre can stood for ablutions and

resemble in form. This

thus cleanliness, but others unfamiliar with its significance interpreted it as a tea-pot,

which of course was a very cornmon object in China. The tea-pot as we know it
today is quite a recent invention in China. Steeped tea was probably invented during
Yuan, or early Ming, i.e. in tlre l3ttFl4th centuries, and soon "Chinese potters
began to produce ceramic pots specially designed for brewing tea" (Mowry 1993:

124, n.28,1). Earlier, during the Tang and Song periods, tea was prepared in
bowls, and bronze ewers \ryerc used to heat the water for tea (Mowry 1993: 124, n.
28,1). These ewers r¡/ere the ones referred to above.
There are various stories about how this symbol of a tea-pot Tangping came to
be on restaurant doors. In one of the stories, there was an army uprising in Cangzhou, Hebei province, towards the end of the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368). One of
the rebel officers was wounded, but a young woman in a nearby village had seen it
happen and took the officer to her own home to look after him. Only after he had
recovered did the officer leam that the people in the village were Muslims and used
the Tangping for washing. To express his gratitude the offrcer told the girl that from

now on, each Hui should hang a Tangping at the door, and his army would protect
them. Gradually, hanging Tangpings at restaurant doors and in other places became
a custom used to denote qingzhen (Tangpíng de gushi,pp. 38-39).27
That the Tangping hung at doors was interpreted as a tea-pot is clea¡ from another story, resembling the previous one. During the Tang dynasty, under the reign
of Emperor Xuanzong G.712156), northem troops attacked a village. The com-

Hui woman called Aunt Sha that he
would order his troops to spare anyone who had a nrmip hung at their door. Busy
seeing that all the villagers leamed the news and donating her last turnip to a neighmanding general promised a kind-hearted

bor, the poor woman was left with nothing but a tea-pot that she hung at her door.
All the other villagers were spared except her, and they wept in gratitude (Li &
Luckert 1994:203-205¡.28 The story ofAunt Sha, who hung a tea-pot at her door
instead

of a tumip, is used to explain why the Hui use "a tilted tea-pot" as their

symbol.

27
28

Interestingly, Cangzhou is famous today for its Hui martial arls, See

Liu

199?.

This story, rpcorded in 1984 in Ningxia, is also used to explain the origin of the family
name Sha in Ningxia, and so it adds: "As a result, many Han people desired to convert to
Islam. Nowadays, nine out of ten Hui people in this a¡ea are sumamed Sha" (Li & Luckel
1994:205).
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a teapot at their doors, on festivals and holidays. Laær
they put only a picrure of a teapot there. The picture image still looks little tilted. ...
In the teahouses, inns, and shops which are run by Hui people, al least two or lh¡ee
teapots cân be found (Li & Luckert 1994:205-2O6.)

At first the people would hang

This story perhaps reflects the anti-Tang rebellion of 755, led by An Lushan,
the Turkish govemor-general of modem Hubei province. It led to the Emperor
Xuanzong'sdownfall. Tangtroops suppressed ttre rebellion in757 (Perkins 1999,
s.v. Xuanzong).2g tn these stories, a vifuous woman saves the Muslim community
from destruction through generosity and self-sacrifice, a common theme in folklore
all over the Islamic world. Because of her, the Muslims obtained a new symbol, a
tea-pot. "'When selling foodstuffs, some people place this pot among their goods.

This pot thus represents (daibiao) qingzhen" (MB, researcher, Xi'an, 24 March
2000),

THE TANGPING AS A SYMBOL OF PURITY AND ETHNICITY
All my informants

connect the Tangping symbol with purity and cleanliness. The

term qingzhen ('pure' and 'true',

or 'authentic'), used by the Hui to express the

ideas connected with what is pure in Islamic terms, does not tanslate easily. Dru

Gladney maintains that it is wider in meaning than the Arabic term of þahl.
The concept of qíng zhen, I argue, reveals two aspects of Islam in China central to Hu¡
community interests and self-understandingr purity (qing), in the sensc of ritual
cleanliness and moral conduct; and truth (zhen),in the sense of authenticity and legitimacy, This wider meaning of qing zhen goes beyond the Arabic term halal, as qing
zåen is sometimes translated, for it involves much more than ritually pæpared food
according to Islamic dietary prescriptions. (Gladney 1998:28.)

Gladney sees þalãl in the nanow sense of defining which foods are allowed
for Muslims, but the term has a much wider range of usage. flalal is a term denoting anything that is not specifically forbidden legally (l4aram),evenif þalãl does
not form a câtegory of its own in the legal definition of human acts. A person
described as halãl is a person who is legally eligible to be a spouse. Interestingly,
Islamic jurisprudence (frqh) is more interested in the definition of what is legally
forbidden (þarãm) that what is permined (bal,ãD.Consequently in books of jurisprudence the definition of þalal is to be sought under its opposite, harãm. Similar-

ly, in defining ritual ptnty Qahara), the negative, forbidden aspect (what should be
avoided i.e. any dirt) is presented together with the positive, permitted - or here,
required - aspect (what should be done i.e. keeping the body clean through certain

29

Xuanzong, also called Minghuang, 'thc
who favoured Buddhism.

Brilli¡nt Emperor', was a great patron of fine

arls
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acts). ln a way, the concept and practice of ¡ahãra, or ritual purity, combines both
haram and hatat.In carrying out the regulations of tahãra, a Tangping is essential.
Gladney compares qingzhenwith the concePt of lahãra, and in my view both
terms indeed come close to the same meaning, and in fact overlap in many ways.
As I went shopping in a Hui market in Hohhot, the lady behind the counter answeled my question: "Yes, all the goods here are qingzhen", and then curiOusly added,

"arp you qingzhen, too (ni ye shi qingzhen ma)?" She obviously wanted to know
whether lwas mu¡ahhara, ritually pure, and the underlying question of course was
"afe ygu a Muslim, tOO?" Here we Can see how Synonym6us the conceptS Of pufity
and Islam are. It is unlikely that she had doubts about my impure touch rendering
her items unclean, since according to Islamic regulations conceming purity all
human beings are pur€. Pollution therefore cannot take place through human contact, even if, from the Muslim point of view, the pelson were an infidel (Bousquet
1950:5zl-55).30

we have already seen how the Tangping is used in personal hygiene. It also
has other uses: for example, before slaughtering animals according to halal prn'
ciples, the Imam prays over the anfunal, after having washed his hands using tlre
Tangping (fig. l2). This is not a completewu(ú' but part of the rite of sacrifice. On
the impurity of blood various notions occur within Islam, but the main idea is that it

is impure (Bousquet 1950: 58).
The symbolic value of Tangping is especially clear when it is not used for
ablutions but only as a symbol of purity and "Hui-ness". A Hui told me that the
roundish Tangping was used earlier in Xi'an when getting manied.
A mother would give her daughter two pots. They would not be used but placed on
top of a large cupboard @utzi). When we got married, my wife also received them
[from her mother], they are of brass (MB, resea¡cher, Xi'an, 26 March 2000).

Here the two pots obviously stand for the manied couple, denoting that both are
qingzhen or pure, and that they follow Islamic norms.
The meaning of the Tangping symbol above restaurant doors is that the food
place are suitable for Muslims. A Hui in Hohhot said that the Tangping (he
the
and
interchangeably also called it a tea-pot) is pictured on the restaufants "to show that
the place is qingzhen, that is, clean, because the pot is used for washing" (ZQ'
wushu teacher, Hohhot, 3l August 1999). As such, it has come to "represent Islam
and qingzhen foodstuffs. If you buy some snacks, there is a Tangping. Before
meals everyone washes ttreir hands, therefore the Tangping represents Islam" (DL,
publisher and editor, Hohhot, 3 September 1999). Another Hui says: "The Tangping pot (Tangpinghu) is used for washing before prayers, and therefore fepfesents

30

However, the application of this mat¡ef among the
possible Jewish and Shiite influence'

Hui

needs further study, givcn the
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FiS. 12. Celebrating rhe ku'erbanjie ('id al-ødha)
mosque (Xinchengqingzhensi),
Hohhot, Irurer Mongolia, in March 2000. The
aåong (Imam), dressed in black and wearing a
beard, is pråying over the animals after having
washod his hands using the Tangping (held by a
man on tbe right).

in the Xincheng

Muslims" (Brly', wushu

æacher, Hohhot, 26 August 1999). That the Muslims are

- and often the very fìrst - points
mentioned by the Hui when asked how they differ from other ethnic groups in
China. In their need to follow the regulations of purity they used the symbol of the
clean and observe hygiene is still one ofthe first

Tangping to sho\¡v the quality and origin of the food they had.
The Hui are not distinguished from others through their cleanliness regulations
alone. The fact of their foreign origin is also a vital factor in defïning their ethnic
identity, of which the Tangping serves as a reminder. The Tangping thus not only
symbolizes the qingzhen quality of the food, but also shows that the place is specifically resened for a group called ttre Hui. I consider the "tea-pot" explanation a
later, distorted variation of an original idea connecting ttre Tangping with pure,
because it is hard to find a r€ason

why the tea-pot, an everyday object in China,
would have been chosen to symbolize Islam and its purity. It is more natural to
think that Muslims would have chosen a symbol that clearly distinguished them
from others. A very appropriate symbol would be the water can used for ablutions,
since it was precisely the ablutions that most clearly distinguished the Muslims
from their new neighbors. The ibrîq Tangpng symbol also showed the foreign
origin of the Hui, as expressed by a Hui scholar in Xi'an:
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There are two views: one is that when the Arabs werc in the desert, the camels ca¡ried
the Tangping. This is one view, but it has no textual evidence. Another view is that in
olden times ther€ wefe qingzhen restaurants that hung the picture of the Tangping at
the door of thc restaurant, It was used by fuab and Persian peoPle to show that their
place is special. It showed others that these wefe foreign guests and used this kind of
symbol (åiaazåi). This is one view but it has not been studied. (MB, rese¿rcher,

Xi'an, 23 September 1999.)
Later he told me about a legend traced back to the days

of the Chinggis Khan.

During the Yuan dynasty all ttre officials had to \ryeaf a symbol of some kind to
denote their ethnic origin. The plate used by Muslims had a pot drawn on it.
When eating you woutd then know that the person did not eat pork, and from this it
slowly devcloped into the qingzhen symbol for foodstuffs. ... \lVhen this sign was
hung up you knew that there was no henzeire (from Arabic khinzír, pork). If there was
no sign hung up, you would not go in. Nowadays we use these large boards [on rcstauranlsl. (MB, researcher, Xi'an, 26 March 2000.)

The symbolism of the Tangping seems to be relevant only to the Hui themselves, since many people of other nationalities with whom I discussed it had no
idea of its meaning. This is in conformity with many ethnic markers which have
meaning to the tradition carriers alone. They seem to consolidate and maintain the
notion of "us", as a pârticular group of people who sha¡e the same symbols. Sometimes it is even undesirable that other people leam about the hidden symbolic mean-

ings

-

to be in the society and yet outside it is one factor that confïrms ethnic

identity.3l

CONCLUSIONS
The Hui Tangping was originally a metal pot, íbríq, 01 aÍtabe, used for washing
hands after meals or for warming wine. The new Chinese converts adopted it from
Arabic and Persian merchants and started using it for their ablutions. It is clear that
for the Hui, the Tangping is more than a can used for ablutions. Even if washing
facilities have improved, many still prefer to use the Tangping at least in mosques:
ttrey fill the can from the øp.
The idea of the Tangping whether it comes in the shape of a slender ewer
(ibríq) or of a plump tea-pot - is to remind Muslims of cleanliness as required by
Islamic regulations. This is indicated by its symbolic representafion at restaurants.

-

Since the Tangping is associated with Islamic hygiene and the tea-pot with food, ttre
merging of these two meanings represents, in consequence, the purity of the food-

3l

This ambivalence is perfectly expressed in the title of Jonathan Lipman's book, Familiar
Strangers. (Familiar Srangers: A History of Muslims in Northern Cåi¿4, Seattle: Univer'
sity of Washington Press, 1997.)
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stuffs. [n its symbolism, a clean body and pure food are connected with the conect
Islamic way of life, crysøllized in the concept of ¡ahãra. This makes Tangping a
very physical symbol, which is closely connected with the body and its well-being
defined along Islamic guidelines.
The Tangping \ryas an object that looked sufficiently different to distinguish the

of Chinese Islam and the qingzhenlifestyle The Tangping symbol also shows that the place is run by or reserved

Hui from others. Gradually it

became the symbol

for the Hui minority, and thus acts as a ma¡ker for their ethno-religious identity. The
symbol receives more pr€stige by being traced back to a mythical past, the golden
Tang dynasty when the first Muslim ancestors are said to have come to China, not
as conquerors

but as invited guests who helped to rescue the state. Whether this is

historically the case or not, it creates for the Hui an important status within Chinese
society and supplies their Tangping symbol with a long history that is ultimately
traced back to the prophet Muhammed himself and thus connects the Chinese Hui

with their brothers and sisters fur the Arabian Peninsula.
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